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Abstract:

Total joint replacement has become a widely accepted treatment for many destructive joint diseases including osteoarthritis and severe pathologic fractures. Of total joint replacements, the hip is one of the most commonly replaced joints. Hip stem design varies from long to short, thick to thin and matt to smooth. In this study the effect of hip stem length on bone remodeling after surgery which knows as stress-shielding effect was analyzed using a finite element technique. Results show that stress-shielding introduced when using long-stem hip is extended that that of using short-stem hip in a total hip replacement.
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1. Introduction:

The total hip replacement is widely employed to treat bone disease or in fracture repair. Although this is a successful treatment, some problems associated with the prosthesis design remain unsolved. One of these problems is the loss of bone on the proximal femur due to the effect of stress-shielding [1], [2]. It can lead to fracture, loosening and reduction in the amount of bone available for a revision surgery.

![Fig. 1, Femur stress-shielding zone](image)

The loosening mechanism is induced mainly by stress shielding which initiates the bone remodeling [3]. This makes the femur change its osseous density and distribution and therefore causes loosening of the joint stem. Stress shielding zone (Fig. 1) occurs due to the fact that stress is essentially carried by the stem, and consequently the stress on bone decreases relative to the intact femur (without prosthesis). The loss of bone is obviously related with the prosthesis design: a stiffer stem leads to a large amount of bone loss. This stiffness depends on stem dimensions as well as on stem material [4]. The dependence of the bone resorption on mechanical loads was described a century ago by Wolff’s Law [5]. According to this law, the trabecular bone is able to self-adapt depending on the mechanical environment. In this work a numerical model using the finite element technique is carried out to analysis the effect of hip stem length on the level of stress-shielding.

2 Materials and Methods

ANSYS finite element method software is used to establish an analysis model and simulate stress distribution of the femur bone when a cemented stem is used. Inventor, one of the advanced CAD modeling software, is used to generate two proposal models for a total hip with long stem and short stem to be used in the analysis of the effect of stem geometry on stress-shielding zone (Fig. 2). Advanced computed tomography (CT) data is used to create 3D CAD model of the femur bone.

Adaptive mesh technique is used to generate finite element mesh of the hip joint stem, bone and bone cement in the software (Fig. 3). Stem material of hip joint is that of Ti-6Al-
4V with Young’s modulus 110000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3. Material of the bone cement used is Ultrahigh- molecular-weight (UHMW) polyethylene with Young’s modulus of 2280 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3.

![Fig. 2](image)

**Fig. 2**, Long-stem (left) and Short-stem total hip replacement implant
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**Fig. 3**, Section view in the meshed model with coordinate system

The bone within the femur has a Young’s modulus of 1300 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.28 [6]. It should be noted, however, that all materials were assumed to be isotropic in the present study. In reality both the fiber-reinforced epoxy of the composite femur and the cancellous and cortical bone are known to be anisotropic. The Patient weight is supposed
to be 85 kilograms in the analysis, wouldn't consider its initial conditions, such as sex, age, activity, etc. The load state in gait cycle of human body is equivalent to 4.6 times of body weight (BW), at 45 present of the gait cycle, to act on femur head. The load resolves into \( F_x = -1500N \), \( F_y = -600N \), \( F_z = -3500N \) with \( x, y, z \) (Fig. 3) and applied as a quasi-static.

Fig. 4, Rrfined mesh for long-stem hip (left) and short-stem hip (right)

For comparative analysis, the following parameters were considered and compared; stress in the cement layer, and stress in the bone around the cement layer. Completely bonded contact type was chosen as contact condition for contact surfaces. A total hip replacement case was studied using a long hip stem and a short one in the same analysis platform as shown in Fig.4, a refined mesh is used and the bottom boundary of the femur is set to be fixed resembles the knee connection.

3 Results and Discussion

The analysis was carried out firstly by omitting the torsion component of the applied force (i.e. \( F_y = 0 \)). Fig. (5, 6) show the equivalent stress distribution from the hip to the femur bone through the cement layer. The low stress zone of the long-stem hip is extended than that of the short-stem hip and hence the stress-shield zone of the long-stem hip is greater than that of the short-stem hip. The conclusion can be drawn from Fig. (7), which resemble the elastic strain distribution over the analyzed model, the elastic strain zone of the long-stem hip is greater than the one of short-stem hip which means low strain distribution over the femur top when using the long-stem hip and hence weak bone remodeling in this zone after surgery.
Fig. 5, Stress distribution on long-stem hip (left) and short-stem hip (right)

Fig. 6, Stress distribution on long-stem hip (left) and short-stem hip (right) in section view
Fig. 7, Elastic strain on long-stem hip (left) and short-stem hip (right) in section view.

The stress distribution over $360^\circ$ is obtained by lateral cross sections of the modeled femur and plotted in Fig. (8), the figure shows the extended distribution of the stress-shield zone of the long-stem hip over the one of short-stem hip.

Fig. 8, Stress distribution on long-stem hip (left) and short-stem hip (right) in consequetive lateral cross sections of the femur; 4 cm from top (left), 8 cm from top (right).

When a tensional component of the applied force is activated in the analysis as a result of patient stairs climb or ramp walking, the stress-shield zone rotate around the femur vertical axes as a result introducing overload to the normally unloaded zone which may leads to femur cracks. In fact this may be a hot topic of discussion. The fixation advantage of the long-stem hip regardless its extended stress-shielding makes long-stem hip preferable to the surgeon while short-stem hip over comes the extended stress-shielding requires professional surgeon.
Fig. 9, Stress-shield zone due to stairs climb (left) and level walking (right)

4 Conclusions

The finite element analysis conducted in this work reveals the effect of stem geometry (length) on the creation of what so named stress-shielding of the femur bone after surgery. Regardless the ease of implant of a long-stem hip; the analysis shows that using short-stem hip, in total hip replacement, is better than using long-stem hip from the stress-shielding point of view. Applying torsion stress to the femur after surgery as a result of patient practice may decrease the possibility of stress-shield zone extension over the femur bone and hence allow condense bone remodeling around the implant and long-time strengthen the bone after surgery. As a conclusion, using of long-stem hip is suitable for younger patients who can do heavy practice after surgery to minimize stress-shielding while short-stem hip is much more suitable for elders.
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